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Galaxies, Star Formation, and Local ISM Physics

How do galaxies drive changes in the local physical conditions in their ISM? Can we
validate or falsify theoretical expectations for how these conditions affect star formation?

How does the volume density distribution depend on conditions in a galaxy?
Is the rate of star formation in dense gas universal?

How do cloud-scale density, velocity dispersion, and gravitational boundedness affect SFR/H2?
How do these quantities depend on local conditions in a galaxy?
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Galaxies, Star Formation, and Local ISM Physics

How do galaxies drive changes in the local physical conditions in their ISM? Can we
validate or falsify theoretical expectations for how these conditions affect star formation?

Dense gas mass: locally, stars form out of high column, high density material.
e.g., HEIDERMAN+ ‘10, LADA+ ‘10, ‘12, ANDRE+ ‘14, EVANS+ ’14; GAO & SOLOMON ‘04, WU+ ’05, ‘10

Cloud scale (~30-100 pc) structure: cloud-scale conditions set the density distribution and the
pre-conditions for runaway collapse.
e.g., PADOAN & NORDLUND ‘02, KRUMHOLZ+ ’05, ‘13, PADOAN ET AL. ‘11, HENNEBELLE & CHABRIER ’08,
HOPKINS+ ‘12, FEDERRATH & KLESSEN ’12, ’13,
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Galaxies, Star Formation, and Local ISM Physics

Several theories can explain large amounts of low resolution, bulk gas observations – but
to do so must indirectly infer physical conditions (e.g., density, Mach number, virial
parameter of clouds) as a function environment. A next main step is to measure this.

FIGURE: KRUMHOLZ (2014), THEORIES, E.G., KRUMHOLZ ET AL. (2013), PADOAN ET AL. 2012, SALIM, FEDERRATH ET AL. 2015
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“Cloud Scale” Imaging

If we can resolve galaxies in a mass tracing line, like CO, we can measure surface density,
velocity dispersion, and the balance between the two. These are governing quantities for
how gas forms stars in current theories. Such imaging becomes particularly interesting
when it approaches “cloud” scales (10s of pc to ~100 pc).

M51 at 40 pc : SCHINNERER+ ‘13, PETY+ ‘13, MEIDT+ ’13, HUGHES+ ’13AB

Orion at 1 and 30 pc: WILSON+ ‘05
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Density-Sensitive Spectroscopy

Dense structures in Milky Way clouds are tiny, but we can access the density distribution
of molecular gas over a large part of another galaxy with spectroscopy. By contrasting
spectroscopy of low and high critical density lines, we can aim to constrain the dense gas
fraction and map its dependence on environment and effect on star formation.

LEROY, USERO, SCHRUBA, BIGIEL, KRUIJSSEN, KEPLEY ET AL. (2017), SEE SHIRLEY (2015), MANGUM AND SHIRLEY (2015)
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“Cloud Scale” ISM Structure from Spectral Imaging
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“Cloud Scale” ISM Imaging of the Local Group

The Local Group has been surveyed with exquisite precision by several surveys– the LMC
by MAGMA (Wong+ 11, Hughes+’10) and NANTEN (Fukui+ 01), M33 by the IRAM 30-m
(Druard, Braine+ ‘14, Gratier+ ’10), FCRAO (Heyer+ ’03), Nobeyama, and BIMA
(Rosolowsky+ ‘03, ‘07). Beautiful maps of M31 by Schruba et al. (in prep.) overlap
PHAT. Dwarfs done too – see Rubio+ ‘15, Schruba+ ’17, Leroy+ ’06, Bittle in prep.

LMC (WONG+ ‘11), M33 (DRUARD, BRAINE+ ’14), M31 (SCHRUBA+ IN PREP.)
FIGURES FROM LEROY, HUGHES, SCHRUBA ET AL. 2016
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PAWS and Moving Beyond the Local Group

PAWS (left, below, Schinnerer+ ’13, heavily SPP supported) used a winter of top grade
PdBI time to open this field beyond the Local Group and made it extremely clear that
cloud properties depend on host and location in a galaxy. CANON (Koda+ ‘09, Donovan
Meyer+ ’12) also used CARMA to push to few arcsecond resolution in nearby galaxies.

ALMA Antennae
Whitmore+ ’14
PAWS: SCHINNERER+ ‘13, ‘17, PETY+’ 13, HUGHES+ ’13AB, MEIDT+ ‘13, ‘15, COLOMBO+ ’14AB,, LEROY+ ‘13, ‘16, SUBM.

PHYSICS AT HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION* IN NEARBY GALAXIES
* AND HIGH EINSTEIN A!
TEAM:
Frank Bigiel (ZAH/ITA), Guillermo Blanc (Carnegie) Eric Emsellem (ESO), Andres
Escala (U. Chile), Brent Groves (ANU), Annie Hughes (IRAP/OMP), Kathryn
Kreckel (MPIA), Diederik Kruijssen (ZAH/ARI), Adam Leroy (OSU), Sharon
Meidt (MPIA), Jerome Pety (IRAM), Laura Perez (U. Chile), Erik Rosolowsky
(Alberta), Patricia Sanchez-Blazquez (PUC), Karin Sandstrom (UCSD), Eva
Schinnerer (MPIA), Andreas Schruba (MPE), Antonio Usero (OAN)
Affiliated members making huge contributions: Melanie Chevance (ITA/ZAH),
Cinthya Herrera (IRAM), I Ting Ho (MPIA), Kazimir Sliwa (MPIA), Jiayi Sun (OSU)
ONGOING PROGRAMS:
ALMA High Resolution CO 2-1 Imaging: PIs Leroy and Blanc (“10× PAWS”)
Dense gas spectroscopy: Usero plus alignment with EMPIRE/ALMA
MUSE mapping (1 galaxy so far): Kreckel, Blanc
Narrow band Hα Imaging: Blanc, Groves, Ho
NOEMA’s biggest mosaic: IC 342 in CO (Schruba, Kruijssen)
Talks by Kruijssen & Meidt, Poster by Chevance
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Normalized Line Width-Surface Density Scaling

Considering other galaxies and the Milky Way, the surface density of GMCs varies, as
does their line width, but the two are often related as expected for self-gravitating objects
(either free fall or virialized) – this plot shows a lot of the literature c. 2014.

LEROY, BOLATTO, OSTRIKER, ROSOLOWSKY+ ‘15, COLOMBO+ ‘14, DONOVAN MEYER+ ‘12, WONG+ ’11, HEYER+’ 01, 09
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Normalized Line Width-Surface Density Scaling

PHANGS yields 4000+ “GMCs” (point like objects). Here 2,500 high resolution massive
clouds show a scaling between surface density and the line width at a given size. The
scaling is consistent with self gravity playing a strong role.

ROSOLOWKSY ET PHANGS IN PREP – “5,000 EXTRAGALCTIC GMCS”
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A Simpler Approach to Characterize the Gas

At the resolution now probed by the best large-area extragalactic maps, a beam is about
the size of a classical GMC. The key Larson’s physics can be accessed by statistics on the
intensity. Comparisons to large-scale structure and time averaged processes can be made
via appropriate (usually mass) weighted averages.

LEROY, HUGHES, SCHRUBA ET AL. (2016), FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF LEROY+ ‘13, HUGHES+ ‘13, SAWADA+ ‘12
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Intensity and Surface Density Distributions at 60 pc

Distributions of CO intensity and inferred surface density vary among and within
galaxies. Earlier access to only the Local Group somewhat skewed our view. In a given
galaxy, the flux is also relatively narrowly distributed.

LEROY, HUGHES, SCHRUBA ET AL. (2016), HUGHES ET AL. (2013), SEE BERKHUIJSSEN & FLETCHER (2015) AT BIG SCALES
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Intensity and Surface Density Distributions at 60 pc

The average 60 pc surface density in a 500 pc part of a galaxy varies from galaxy to
galaxy within galaxies. The distribution width of the flux varies less clearly. The
molecular gas knows about its environment and responds at a cloud scale.

LEROY, HUGHES, SCHRUBA ET AL. (2016), SEE HUGHES+ (2013), COLOMBO+ (2014) AND WEI, HO, AND KETO (2012)
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Line Width and Surface Density Variations at 60 pc

Line width also varies, covariant with surface density. Mass-weighted surface densities at
60 pc resolution span 10s to > 1000 Msun pc-2. Mass weighted line widths from a few to a
few 10s of km s-1. The variations track gas richness and large scale surface density.

LEROY, HUGHES, SCHRUBA ET AL. (2016)
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Line Width-Surface Density Scaling

So the average line width at 60 pc in a big part of a galaxy is covariant with its surface
density. The slope is ~0.4, close to the case expected for a resolved self-gravitating object
with some contribution from either external pressure or beam dilution.

LEROY, HUGHES, SCHRUBA ET AL. (2016)
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Line Width-Surface Density Scaling

In the PHANGS targets, if we stack all points of the same apparent surface density at fixed
resolution (here 60 or 150 pc), we get a clear scaling – again with the same sense - across
more than two orders of magnitude in surface density. Point-by-point the PHANGS maps
show self-gravitating “Heyer/Keto relation” in a beam-by-beam sense.

JIAYI SUN, LEROY ET PHANGS IN PREP.
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Line Width-Surface Density Scaling

Across PHANGS, 300 pc regions show a range of line widths and surface densities (across
the full sample, a large range) and these show a similar correlation to those above. Where
you live exerts a strong influence on your surface density at a fixed size scale. Your kinetic
energy tracks this surface density.

JIAYI SUN, LEROY ET PHANGS IN PREP.
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Cloud-Scale Pressure and Environment

What sets the surface density and line width? They correlate with the gas richness and
stellar surface density. Here, it correlates with the pressure needed to support the gas disk
(see Ostiker talk) calculated from the stellar and gas surface densities.

JIAYI SUN, LEROY ET PHANGS IN PREP.
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Cloud-Scale Conditions and Star Formation

Adopting this approach, we can write down the mass-weighted average state of the gas at
high physical resolution and correlate with the balance between star formation and gas
observed on larger scales (capturing time-averaged cycling). Here for M51.

LEROY, SCHINNERER, HUGHES, KRUIJSSEN, MEIDT, SCHRUBA, SUN ET AL. SUBM.
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Cloud-Scale Conditions and Star Formation

With an estimate for the line of sight depth, we can infer the free fall time at 40 pc
resolution and compare to moderate-scale (370 and 1.1 kpc) depletion time estimates.
This is a direct cognate of the efficiency per free fall time. We find ~0.3%.

LEROY, SCHINNERER, HUGHES, KRUIJSSEN, MEIDT, SCHRUBA, SUN ET AL. SUBM.
SEE EVANS+ (2014), MURRAY+ ‘11, AGERTZ+ ‘15
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Dense Gas Tracers in Normal Disk Galaxies

IRAM Large Program “EMPIRE” (PI: F. Bigiel) follows Usero et al. 2015
Paired ALMA work (Gallagher OSU Thesis) Similar efforts underway at GBT (PI: Kepley)
Frank Bigiel
ITA (Heidelberg)

Antonio Usero
OAN (Madrid)

Maria Jimenez
ITA (Heidelberg)

Molly Gallagher
Ohio State

Diane Cormier
ITA (Heidelberg)

Amanda Kepley
NRAO
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Density-Sensitive Spectroscopy

Dense structures in Milky Way clouds are tiny, but we can access the density distribution
of molecular gas over a large part of another galaxy with spectroscopy. By contrasting
spectroscopy of low and high critical density lines, we can aim to constrain the dense gas
fraction and map its dependence on environment and effect on star formation.

LEROY, USERO, SCHRUBA, BIGIE, KRUIJSSEN, KEPLEY ET AL. (2017), SEE SHIRLEY (2015), MANGUM AND SHIRLEY (2015)
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Why This Hasn’t Yet Been Done

Dense gas tracers are faint – here is the disk-integrated mean spectrum of M51. CO is on
average 30-40 times fainter. This means ~1000 times longer for a matched quality map.

Mean CO
Mean HCN

CO / 40
Mean HCN

PETY ET AL. (2013), FRANK BIGIEL, LEROY, IMENEZ DONAIRE ET AL. (2016), SEE ALSO CHEN ET AL. (2015)
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Dense Gas Tracers in Normal Disk Galaxies

Seminal work by Gao & Solomon (2004) and Garcia Burillo et al. (2012) on integrated
bright galaxies. Next logical frontier: big parts of normal star forming galaxies.
IRAM 30m Telescope

ALMA

Green Bank Telescope

Pointed observations of dense gas in 62 positions in 29 disks using the IRAM 30-m:
PI: Antonion Usero. See Usero, Leroy et al. (2015)
EMPIRE IRAM 30-m Large Program – Full maps of 9 galaxies:
PI: Frank Bigiel, huge work by Maria J Jimenez Donaire.
Coeval ALMA observations of Four Targets: Molly Gallagher (OSU) Ph. D. thesis.
Extension to starburst systems: PI Usero underway.
Green Bank ARGUS Focal Plane Array Mapping of Nearby Galaxies:
PI: Amanda Kepley, beginning this semester (see Kepley, Leroy et al. 2014 for prototype)
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HCN-to-CO Rises With Increasing Surface Density

The apparent dense gas fraction varies starkly across galaxy disks. High surface densities
in gas or stars (common in the inner parts of galaxies) mean high HCN/CO ratios.

Each point:
galaxy or large
part of a galaxy

PLOTS FROM MOLLY GALLAGHER, LEROY ET AL. (TO BE SUBMITTED)
SEE USERO, LEROY ET AL. 2015, BIGIEL, LEROY, JIMENEZ DONAIRE ET AL. 2016
MARIA JIMENEZ DONAIRE ET EMPIRE IN PREPARATION
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ISM Pressure and Density

The sense of these trends is that in high pressure parts of galaxies (as inferred from
assuming all gas in hydrostatic equilibrium), gas is denser and gas at any particular high
density appears worse at forming stars.

Each point:
galaxy or large
part of a galaxy

PLOTS FROM MOLLY GALLAGHER, LEROY ET AL. (TO BE SUBMITTED)
SEE USERO, LEROY ET AL. 2015, BIGIEL, LEROY, JIMENEZ DONAIRE ET AL. 2016
MARIA JIMENEZ DONAIRE ET EMPIRE IN PREPARATION
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Spectroscopic and Imaging Density Metrics

Spectroscopy and “cloud scale” imaging sample very different scales, but they do correlate
in an average sense: here PHANGS weighted surface density (x-axis) predicts HCN-to-CO
ratio in a beam. Spectroscopic (micro) density distribution tracks cloud scale.

MOLLY GALLAGHER ET PHANGS IN PREPARATION
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Filling in the “Luminosity Gap”

These new surveys fill in the luminosity range between whole galaxies and individual
clouds. The HCN-IR (dense gas-SFR) correlation holds in broad brush.

New surveys:
Disk pointings
M51 pixels
M82 regions
Antenna pointings
ALMA disk profiles

MOLLY GALLAGHER, LEROY ET AL. (TO BE SUBMITTED), BIGIEL ET AL. (2016), USERO ET AL. (2015)
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All Just Dense Gas? HCN in Normal Disk Galaxies

Apparent dense gas fraction (HCN/CO) predicts depletion time but with huge scatter.
Knowing the dense gas fraction only weakly predicts the overall ability of gas to form stars.

Each point:
galaxy or large
part of a galaxy

MOLLY GALLAGHER, LEROY ET AL. (TO BE SUBMITTED), JIMENEZED DONAIRE ET AL. (IN PREP.), USERO ET AL. 2015
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IR-to-HCN Drops With Increasing Surface Density

The apparent ability of dense gas to form stars drops with increasing surface densities of
gas and stars. Dense gas in galaxy centers or brighter parts of galaxies appears to be worse
at forming stars than dense gas in the outer or low surface density parts of galaxies.

Each point:
galaxy or large
part of a galaxy

MOLLY GALLAGHER, LEROY ET AL. (TO BE SUBMITTED), BIGIEL ET AL. 2016, USERO ET AL. 2015
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Dense Gas and the Galactic Center

The same phenomenon is observed in our own Milky Way Galaxy. Despite apparently
abundant dense gas in the galactic center (bottom panel), the rate of massive star
formation is comparatively low (top four panels).

LONGMORE ET AL. (2013) – OR SEE THE SIMILAR “BRICK” RESULTS
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A Context-Dependent Molecular ISM

The sketch you should take away is that at the cloud scale and the volume density scale,
we see local conditions reflect their environment (host galaxy + location).
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A Context-Dependent Molecular ISM

This appears to lead to a context-dependent role for the gas that emits in HCN and similar
lines, evidenced by the changing IR-to-line ratios with environment.
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Measuring the State of the Cold Gas in Galaxies

• We are able to observationally the cloud scale structure and density distribution of gas
from imaging and spectroscopy targeting nearby galaxies.
• Ongoing surveys with ALMA, IRAM, and the GBT are opening new horizons here.
• The gas density distribution and cloud-scale structure of the ISM vary with environment.
• Mean surface density over ~500 pc patches varies by ~2 orders of magnitudes over the
local galaxy population – the variation is systematic.
• The velocity dispersion at fixed scale tracks the surface density of gas in individual
clouds, over individual 50-150 pc beams, and in mass weighted averages.
• This scaling is what would be expected of self-gravitating gas (collapsing or virialized)
at multiple scales.
• The surface density at the cloud scale tracks the hydrostatic pressure needed to balance
the gas’s weight in the potential well.
• Spectroscopic and imaging density metrics correlate in an average sense.
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Cloud-Scale Conditions and Star Formation

In M51, the cloud scale condition that seems to most directly relate to the apparent ability
of gas to form stars is the ratio b = Σ/σ2 ~ αvir-1. Parts of the galaxy where gas seems more
bound also appears to form stars better. Meidt et al. (2013) make a strong case that these
variations are related to large scale dynamics driving σ.

Σ
b≡ 2
σ
Σmol
τ dep ≡
ΣSFR

LEROY, SCHINNERER, HUGHES, KRUIJSSEN, MEIDT, SCHRUBA, SUN ET AL. SUBM.

